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Broken Souls - Patricia Gibney 2019-10-18
‘She shivered, though the kitchen was warm.
Icicles of foreboding trickled down her spine.
With trembling hands she whipped back her hair
at the nape of her neck. As she turned away
from the window, she missed the shadow
passing by.’ One dark winter’s morning, bride-tobe Cara Dunne is found hanging in her home,
dressed in her wedding dress, with a lock of hair
removed. Detective Lottie Parker is first on the
scene. Looking at Cara’s bruised and battered
body, she wonders who could have hated her
enough to kill her at the happiest time of her
life. The case takes a darker turn that afternoon
with another shocking discovery – the broken
body of a second young woman, pushed from the
roof of the hospital where she worked. Fiona
Heffernan was also due to be married, and her
body is clad in a wedding dress, a lock of her
hair cut off. The killings seem so personal that
Lottie is convinced the girls have been killed by
someone they knew. When she goes to break the
news to Fiona’s family, she’s on the alert for
anything suspicious. But then she makes a
discovery that causes her blood to run cold –
Fiona’s eight-year-old daughter Lily didn’t return
home from her dance recital that afternoon.
Terrified that Lily will be the next victim of a
twisted and dangerous individual, Lottie takes
the case into her own hands, risking her life
when she comes face-to-face with the killer… If
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you love Karin Slaughter, Robert Dugoni and
Rachel Caine, you’ll be hooked by this heartstopping thriller from Patricia Gibney. Broken
Souls will keep you guessing until the very last
page! Read what everybody is saying about
Broken Souls: ‘Brilliant as always and totally
addictive and I loved it!!... This is a thrill a
minute police procedural that just doesn’t let up,
so many twists and lots going on it really is
unputdownable but that comes as no surprise as
every book in this series has been a 5 star read
… Patricia Gibney as always writes a superb
story never letting up on the action and once
more providing us another 5 star read and
highly recommended. ‘ Goodreads Reviewer,
⭐⭐⭐⭐⭐ ‘I have to say I got very excited when I
saw book 7 was out in the Detective Lottie
Parker series, it’s no secret that I love these
books… How much can one woman take…
Another great police procedural twisty mystery
to get your teeth into, I cannot fault these books
ever, it has it all… Murder, love drama, family
dramas…. How Lottie Parker is still a sane
woman is beyond me!!!’ Goodreads Reviewer,
⭐⭐⭐⭐⭐ ‘I am a huge huge fan of Patricia Gibney. I
feel like I’ve known Lottie Parker for years and
I’m rooting for her… I loved this book. The
perfect continuation of her story. So many twists
and turns… no clue where the book is heading
until the end. This is my all-time favourite
series… if you haven’t read Patricia yet you’re in
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for a treat as you have 7 books to read. Highly
recommend!!!!!’ Goodreads Reviewer, ⭐⭐⭐⭐⭐ ‘I
am a big fan of this series so was delighted to
get an ARC of this book. As always there is a
good balance between the personal life of the
main characters and the crimes they are
investigating… I really enjoyed this book and
look forward avidly to the next one.’ Goodreads
Reviewer, ⭐⭐⭐⭐⭐ Read what everyone is saying
about Patricia Gibney: ‘AMAZING, BRILLIANT,
THE BEST BOOK I'VE READ IN A LONG LONG
TIME!!! It's not often I've been left speechless
after reading a book but this time I was!!!…
From the very start I was gripped and couldn't
put it down!!!… If I could have given it ten stars
I would have!!!’ Goodreads Reviewer, ⭐⭐⭐⭐⭐
Snap - Belinda Bauer 2018-07-03
A teenage boy hunts for his mother’s killer in
this Man Booker Prize-longlisted novel by “the
true heir to the great Ruth Rendell” (Mail on
Sunday, UK). Just before Jack’s mother
disappeared up the road to get help, she put the
eleven-year-old boy in charge of his two sister.
As they wait for her on the shoulder of the road
in their stifling, broken-down car, the three
children bicker, whine and play I-Spy. But their
mother never comes back. And after that long,
hot summer’s day, nothing will ever be the same
again. At fifteen-years-old, Jack is still in
charge—supporting his sisters any way he can
while evading social services. Meanwhile, a
young woman across town wakes to find a knife
beside her bed, and a note reading I could of
killed you. The police are tracking a mysterious
burglar they call Goldilocks, for his habit of
sleeping in the beds of the houses he robs. But
the woman doesn’t see the point of involving the
police. And Jack, very suddenly, may be on the
verge of finding out who killed his mother. The
Gold Dagger Award-winning author of
Blacklands reaffirms her reputation for
masterful, twisty crime fiction with this
“unnerving suspense novel” (Marilyn Stasio, The
New York Times).
They Disappeared - Joy Ellis 2021-05
"Orla Cracken, IT whizz has disappeared.
Detectives Rowan Jackman and Marie Evans
soon suspect foul play. Cracken, known as Orac,
is no ordinary techie; she was once a field agent
traveling abroad undercover, working for the
government. Meanwhile two urban explorers
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have mysteriously disappeared while out
exploring abandoned buildings. One went
missing at a disused airfield, but was it a
military base, or was it civilian? The gruesome
discovery of their decaying bodies in ancient
church ruins bursts the case wide open, and
Jackman and Evans are under pressure to find
the killer. It soon becomes clear that the
murderer is targeting urban explorers, but why
is he determined to track down and torture
these people, and how is the case connected to
Orac's mysterious past?"--Provided by publisher.
Hunting Shadows - Charles Todd 2014-01-21
A dangerous case with ties leading back to the
battlefields of World War I dredges up dark
memories for Scotland Yard Inspector Ian
Rutledge in Hunting Shadows, a gripping and
atmospheric historical mystery set in 1920s
England, from acclaimed New York Times
bestselling author Charles Todd. A society
wedding at Ely Cathedral in Cambridgeshire
becomes a crime scene when a man is
murdered. After another body is found, the
baffled local constabulary turns to Scotland
Yard. Though the second crime had a witness,
her description of the killer is so strange its
unbelievable. Despite his experience, Inspector
Ian Rutledge has few answers of his own. The
victims are so different that there is no rhyme or
reason to their deaths. Nothing logically seems
to connect them—except the killer. As the
investigation widens, a clear suspect emerges.
But for Rutledge, the facts still don’t add up,
leaving him to question his own judgment. In
going over the details of the case, Rutledge is
reminded of a dark episode he witnessed in the
war. While the memory could lead him to the
truth, it also raises a prickly dilemma. To stop a
murderer, will the ethical detective choose to
follow the letter—or the spirit—of the law?
Winterman - Alex Walters 2019-02-26
In this post-WWII crime thriller, a detective
searches for a serial killer who’s made a hunting
ground of the English Fenlands. Det. Inspector
Ivan Winterman has had more than his share of
troubles. The Blitz left his young son dead and
his wife seriously injured. Having made enemies
in high places, his career is going nowhere. Now
he’s back in his coastal hometown of East
Anglia, England—a part of the country gripped
by post-war austerity and the coldest winter on
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record—hoping to rebuild his life. As the first
snow begins to fall, a drunken ex-clergyman
stumbles on the semi-mummified body of a small
child concealed in a ruined cottage. Days later,
another child's body is found in a Fenland dyke.
Both bodies have been dead for years, preserved
in the Fens, the cause of death unknown.
Leading the investigation, Winterman uncovers a
web of secrets in the small rural
community—secrets that are darker and more
dangerous than any he'd ever envisaged.
Find Me in the Dark - Dea Poirier 2021-10-21
My father's path was one I never wanted to
walk, but here I am, following drops of blood like
a crumb trail left in the woods. I was born of
murder, my life built on the bones of a prolific
killer. And now, I must atone for sins that should
not be mine to bear. Detective Harlow Durant
has spent a lifetime trying to escape the
shadows of her tormented past. As the daughter
of a convicted serial killer, Harlow was
determined to turn her life around and is now
the only female detective at the New York Police
Bureau of Criminal Investigation, bringing
killers like her father to justice. Upstate, in the
small college town of Plattsburgh, the body of a
young woman has been found inside a melting
snowbank. Harlow and her partner Detective
Lucas Park are immediately called in to
investigate. Searching around the victim's frozen
body, they find a bracelet which identifies her as
college student Alyssa Trent. As Harlow and
Lucas begin to gather evidence from the town's
shocked community, the snow continues to thaw
and soon another two victims are discovered.
With the body count rising fast it is clear that
Harlow is hunting a serial killer. But what links
these seemingly ordinary young women? With a
town living in fear and a killer at large, Harlow
receives a chilling message from someone who
knows her father's case and knows the secret
she has hidden from the bureau. Is she being
warned off the case? And with a freak April
snowstorm heading across the state, will Harlow
risk everything to stop a killer dead in their
tracks before they strike again? From the
bestselling author of Next Girl To Die comes a
chilling and unputdownable crime thriller
perfect for fans of Melinda Leigh, Kendra Elliot
and Robert Dugoni's Tracy Crosswhite series.
Readers love Dea Poirier: "One of those books
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that I was so engrossed in, I had to keep the
Kindle next to me throughout the day to snag
every few minutes I could! I was actually angry
when pulled away from it!" Goodreads reviewer,
⭐⭐⭐⭐⭐ "This nail-biting thriller is everything you
would ever want in a murder mystery. It grabs
you and keeps you guessing until the end...
easily a 5 star novel." Goodreads reviewer,
⭐⭐⭐⭐⭐ "Wow, just wow!... The more I read the
more I couldn't wait for the next chapter."
Goodreads reviewer, ⭐⭐⭐⭐⭐ "This book kept me
on the edge of my seat the whole way... could
not put this down, I read it in 24 hours."
Goodreads reviewer, ⭐⭐⭐⭐⭐ "A masterful
suspense that kept me on the edge of my seat
and introduced me to characters I felt in love
with... this is one of those books that you want to
read slowly because you don't want it to end but
at the same time, you can't put it down!"
Goodreads reviewer, ⭐⭐⭐⭐⭐
Shadow Over the Fens - Joy Ellis 2021-05
A GRIPPING CRIME THRILLER FULL OF
SUSPENSE Detective Nikki Galena's friend and
neighbour meets a tragic end but there's more
to his death than meets the eye. And someone
from DS Joseph Easter's past is back . . . A man
is found executed on a piece of wasteland in
Greenborough town. The cold-blooded murder
triggers terrible memories for DS Joseph Easter.
Just when things seemed to be going well for DS
Easter, he realises that the nightmare is coming
back, threatening his career, his sanity, and
maybe his life. Even Nikki begins to doubt DS
Easter as he faces a race against time to save
someone very close to him.
The New Machiavelli - Herbert George Wells
1911
The Perfect Guests - Emma Rous 2021
"1980: Beth Soames is fourteen years old when a
kind couple finds her playing the violin at her
orphanage's yearly fund-raiser. The Averills take
her home with them to Raven Hall ... At times,
Beth ... dreams she's truly part of the family-until she's asked to take part in what seems like
a harmless game ... Present day: Sadie Langton
is an actress struggling to make ends meet when
she lands a well-paying gig attending a weekend
party. Her anonymous employer sends her a
suitcase of clothing, a dossier of the role she is
to play, and instructions--it's strange, but she
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needs the money, and when she sees the
stunning manor she'll be staying at she can't
resist the chance"-Wakenhyrst - Michelle Paver 2019-04-04
A Times Best Book of 2019. "Something has
been let loose..." In Edwardian Suffolk, a manor
house stands alone in a lost corner of the Fens: a
glinting wilderness of water whose whispering
reeds guard ancient secrets. Maud is a lonely
child growing up without a mother, ruled by her
repressive father. When he finds a painted
medieval devil in a graveyard, unhallowed forces
are awakened. Maud's battle has begun. She
must survive a world haunted by witchcraft, the
age-old legends of her beloved fen – and the
even more nightmarish demons of her father's
past. Spanning five centuries, Wakenhyrst is a
darkly gothic thriller about murderous obsession
and one girl's longing to fly free by the
bestselling author of Dark Matter and Thin Air.
Wakenhyrst is an outstanding new piece of
story-telling, a tale of mystery and imagination
laced with terror. It is a masterwork in the
modern gothic tradition that ranges from Mary
Shelley and Bram Stoker to Neil Gaiman and
Sarah Perry.
A Haunted House and Other Short Stories (The
Original Unabridged Posthumous Edition of 18
Short Stories) - Virginia Woolf 2013-05-01
This carefully crafted ebook: "A Haunted House
and Other Short Stories (The Original
Unabridged Posthumous Edition of 18 Short
Stories)" is formatted for your eReader with a
functional and detailed table of contents. A
Haunted House is a 1944 collection of 18 short
stories by Virginia Woolf. It was produced by her
husband Leonard Woolf after her death. The first
six stories appeared in her only previous
collection Monday or Tuesday in 1921: "A
Haunted House" "Monday or Tuesday" "An
Unwritten Novel" "The String Quartet" "Kew
Gardens" "The Mark on the Wall" The next six
appeared in magazines between 1922 and 1941 :
"The New Dress" "The Shooting Party" "Lappin
and Lappinova" "Solid Objects" "The Lady in the
Looking-Glass" "The Duchess and the Jeweller"
The final six were unpublished, although only
"Moments of Being" and "The Searchlight" were
finally revised by Virginia Woolf herself :
"Moments of Being" "The Man who Loved his
Kind" "The Searchlight" "The Legacy" "Together
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and Apart" "A Summing Up"
Don't Turn Around - Caroline Mitchell
2015-04-24
You don't know him. But he knows you... As D.C.
Jennifer Knight investigates a routine stabbing
in the quiet town of Haven, she is shocked at
what seems like a personal message from
beyond the grave. When more bodies are found,
Jennifer is convinced the killings are somehow
linked. What she discovers is more chilling than
she could possibly imagine. The murders mirror
those of the notorious Grim Reaper - from over
twenty years ago. A killer her mother helped
convict. Jennifer can no longer ignore the
personal connection. Is there a copycat killer at
work? Was the wrong man convicted? Or is there
something more sinister at play ... With her
mother's terrifying legacy spiralling out of
control, Jennifer must look into her own dark
past in a fight not only to stop a killer - but to
save herself and those she loves.
Crime on the Fens - Joy Ellis 2020-04
Buried Angels - Patricia Gibney 2020-05-26
Bubbles of cold sweat trickled down Faye’s
spine. The hole wasn’t empty. Before she could
turn and run, she caught the two sightless eyes
staring up at her. Only then did she scream.
When Faye Baker discovers a fragile child’s skull
behind the walls of her new home, Detective
Lottie Parker is called to investigate. The house
has been owned for years by the family of Faye’s
boyfriend Jeff, so when Jeff starts acting
suspiciously, Lottie wonders what he might be
hiding… Lottie doesn’t have long to dig deeper
before a child’s bones are found by eleven-yearold Gavin on nearby railway tracks. The bones
don’t match the small skull behind the walls, but
Lottie can’t ignore the coincidence. Someone out
there must be missing their loved ones and it’s
up to her to put right a terrible wrong. Unable to
shake a feeling of foreboding, Lottie goes to
speak to Faye, and discovers that she hasn’t
turned up for work. When Faye’s body is found
stuffed in the back of her car, Lottie needs to
find out who wanted her to keep quiet. As Lottie
hunts for Faye’s killer, the case takes a darker
turn when Gavin goes missing. Faye and Gavin
are connected only by the grisly body parts they
discovered. But who are these little victims and
why has their killer come back? Can Lottie find
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the answers before another precious life is
taken? This thrilling new novel from bestselling
author Patricia Gibney will keep you on the edge
of your seat from beginning to end. If you like
Lisa Regan, Robert Dugoni and Rachel Caine,
you’ll love Buried Angels. What everyone is
saying about Patricia Gibney: ‘Breathtaking… I
was invested in and addicted to this storyline
from the very beginning… Twists and turns,
blind alleys and red herrings one after the other.
It was an absolute certain page-turner.’
Goodreads Reviewer, ⭐⭐⭐⭐⭐ ‘AMAZING,
BRILLIANT, THE BEST BOOK I'VE READ IN A
LONG LONG TIME!!! It's not often I've been left
speechless after reading a book but this time I
was!!!… From the very start I was gripped and
couldn't put it down!!!… If I could have given it
ten stars I would have!!!’ Goodreads Reviewer,
⭐⭐⭐⭐⭐ ‘Hoo boy, can Patricia Gibney spin a
tale!… The opening chapter alone is like a kick
to the stomach and from that moment on, I
already knew this was going to be another
corker of a book!… It’s dark, disturbing and
heartbreaking.’ Novel Deelights, ⭐⭐⭐⭐⭐ ‘OH
WOW what an addictive page turner!!… Broken
Souls is particularly brilliant!! And that ending…
no way did I see that one coming!!… How I
cried!!!’ Goodreads reviewer, ⭐⭐⭐⭐⭐ ‘OMG it is a
cracking book!!… Patricia Gibney is my favourite
author at the moment and my best find of the
year – this book was fantastic and I cannot
recommend it highly enough.’ Donna's Book
Blog, ⭐⭐⭐⭐⭐ ‘Dark and gripping… So many heartstopping moments that had me holding my
breath… Guaranteed to set your pulse racing. I
was totally hooked.’ By the Letter Book Reviews,
⭐⭐⭐⭐⭐
The Stolen Boys - Joy Ellis 2020-04
A crime wave has hit town. The target is a highly
sought-after brand of streetwear called Hybird
X, clothing that costs a fortune and resells for
unbelievable prices. Houses are burgled, kids
mugged on the streets . . . and finally a young
man dies, all for the sake of his shoes. Then
another boy's body is found in a pile of rubbish.
Meanwhile illegal steroids are flooding the
streets. And there are dark movements on the
marshes.
Their Lost Daughters - Joy Ellis 2017
"Two girls go to a party, only one returns alive.
Toni, the surviving teenager, is found deliriously
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wandering the muddy fields of the fens. She has
been drugged and it's uncertain whether she'll
survive. She says she saw her friend Emily being
dragged away from the party. But no one knows
who Emily is or even if she's still alive ...
Meanwhile the drowned body of another girl has
been found on an isolated beach. And how does
this all relate to the shocking disappearance of a
little girl nearly a decade ago, a crime which was
never solved? The girl's mother is putting
immense pressure on the police to re-open the
high-profile case." -Cry from the Grave - Carolyn Mahony
2013-11-26
After a heartbreaking tragedy six years ago,
Hannah Walker is struggling to pick up the
pieces of her life - until a chance discovery tips
her world upside down again. Now her fragile
existence is threatened by the unfolding mystery
that seems to have everyone, including the
police, clawing to understand it. The truth is
about to come out - but is it one she can bear to
confront?Natasha Campbell's unhappy childhood
has haunted her throughout her life. Her
marriage to Adam was the one good decision she
made, but now, even that is crumbling around
her - and she will do whatever it takes to save
it.Three people drawn together by a crime, three
lives torn apart by the chilling consequences.
Secrets cannot stay buried for ever ... and when
they're exposed, the truth can be devastating.
Euphoria - Lily King 2014-06-03
A New York Times Bestseller Winner of the 2014
Kirkus Prize Winner of the 2014 New England
Book Award for Fiction A Finalist for the
National Book Critics Circle Award A Best Book
of the Year for: New York Times Book Review,
Time, NPR, Washington Post, Entertainment
Weekly, Newsday, Vogue, New York Magazine,
Seattle Times, San Francisco Chronicle, Wall
Street Journal, Boston Globe, The Guardian,
Kirkus Reviews, Amazon, Publishers Weekly, Our
Man in Boston, Oprah.com, Salon Euphoria is
Lily King’s nationally bestselling breakout novel
of three young, gifted anthropologists of the
‘30’s caught in a passionate love triangle that
threatens their bonds, their careers, and,
ultimately, their lives. Inspired by events in the
life of revolutionary anthropologist Margaret
Mead, Euphoria is "dazzling ... suspenseful ...
brilliant...an exhilarating novel.”—Boston Globe
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FEAR ON THE FENS a Gripping Crime
Thriller with a Huge Twist - Joy Ellis
2022-02-08
Nikki and Joseph must find a man who's been
missing for two decades and unravel the painful
past of a broken family before anyone else dies.
His Dark Materials: Northern Lights (Gift
Edition) - Philip Pullman 2019-10-17
The first volume in Philip Pullman's
groundbreaking HIS DARK MATERIALS trilogy,
now a thrilling, critically acclaimed BBC/HBO
television series. First published in 1995, and
acclaimed as a modern masterpiece, this first
book in the series won the UK's top awards for
children's literature. "Without this child, we shall
alldie." Lyra Belacqua and her animal daemon
live half-wild and carefree among scholars of
Jordan College, Oxford. The destiny that awaits
her will take her to the frozen lands of the
Arctic, where witch-clans reign and ice-bears
fight. Her extraordinary journey will have
immeasurable consequences far beyond her own
world... This gift edition has a beautiful cover
from celebrated illustrator, Melissa Castrillon.
Secrets on the Fens - Joy Ellis 2021
White Magic - Elissa Washuta 2021-04-27
“White Magic is magnificent.” —Kristen Arnett
Bracingly honest and powerfully affecting, White
Magic establishes Elissa Washuta as one of our
best living essayists. Throughout her life, Elissa
Washuta has been surrounded by cheap
facsimiles of Native spiritual tools and occult
trends, “starter witch kits” of sage, rose quartz,
and tarot cards packaged together in paper and
plastic. Following a decade of abuse, addiction,
PTSD, and heavy-duty drug treatment for a
misdiagnosis of bipolar disorder, she felt drawn
to the real spirits and powers her dispossessed
and discarded ancestors knew, while she
undertook necessary work to find love and
meaning. In this collection of intertwined essays,
she writes about land, heartbreak, and
colonization, about life without the escape hatch
of intoxication, and about how she became a
powerful witch. She interlaces stories from her
forebears with cultural artifacts from her own
life—Twin Peaks, the Oregon Trail II video game,
a Claymation Satan, a YouTube video of Stevie
Nicks and Lindsey Buckingham—to explore
questions of cultural inheritance and the
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particular danger, as a Native woman, of
relaxing into romantic love under colonial rule.
Don't Turn Back - D. S. Butler 2020-03-26
You can cover up the truth but it won't stay
buried forever. A man is found bludgeoned to
death in woodland by the village of Canwick, and
the close-knit community is sent into shock.
Detective Karen Hart, still haunted by the tragic
loss of her husband and daughter nearby, is
brought in to investigate the horrific murder. It
soon becomes clear that dark secrets lie behind
Canwick's unspoiled appearance. When Hart
begins to suspect that a modern-day slavery ring
has been hiding in plain sight among the
villagers, she faces a race to find proof before
the culprits slip from her grasp. But when key
witnesses start disappearing, it's obvious that
there's a deep-rooted conspiracy to keep prying
eyes away from the truth. But in a village where
everyone knows everyone, who knows more than
they are letting on--and who can Hart really
trust? She's in deep and she's never been more
alone. She must confront the tragedy of her own
past if she wants to catch the killers before it's
too late. Because one thing's for certain--there's
no turning back...
THE NIGHT THIEF a Gripping Crime
Thriller Full of Stunning Twists - Joy Ellis
2021-11-05
FROM #1 BESTSELLING AUTHOR JOY ELLIS, A
TOTALLY ABSORBING CRIME THRILLER FULL
OF STUNNING TWISTS AND TURNS. YOU
WON'T BE ABLE TO PUT IT DOWN. Discover
the author who's sold over two million books
globally. When everyone is sleeping, he comes
into their houses. He takes one thing. A photo of
their child. A thief on a power trip or something
even darker and more sinister? Detectives
Jackman and Evans find themselves on the hunt
for a highly unusual burglar who seemingly only
steals photographs. But then, late one night, an
elderly woman falls to her death after seeing
someone in her home. Did she really fall, or was
she murdered? And just how many mysterious
intruders are there on the Fens? With the body
count rising, Jackman and Evans have their work
cut out for them to track down the night thief before it's too late. Full of twists and turns, this
is a crime thriller that will keep you turning the
pages until the shocking ending. WHAT
READERS ARE SAYING ABOUT JOY ELLIS:
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"Another breathtaking thriller from Joy." Carole
"Great read from start to finish." Nerys "Just a
wonderful enjoyable read." Nicki "A hugely
compelling police procedural, with twists and
turns that raise tension and suspense." Paromjit
"All the twists and turns kept me reading." Viv
"Another great book from Ms Ellis." Barbara
Perfect for fans of Rachel Abbott, Sarah A.
Denzil, Robert Bryndza, Mel Sherratt, Angela
Marsons, Colin Dexter, or Ruth Rendell. THE
DETECTIVES DI Jackman leads the
investigation. He is extremely smart and has a
knack for bringing out the best in his diverse
team. DS Marie Evans is haunted by the loss of
her husband in a motorbike accident. She is
fiercely loyal to her friends and colleagues.
JACKMAN & EVANS Book 1: THE MURDERER'S
SON Book 2: THEIR LOST DAUGHTERS Book 3:
THE FOURTH FRIEND Book 4: THE GUILTY
ONES Book 5: THE STOLEN BOYS Book 6: THE
PATIENT MAN Book 7: THEY DISAPPEARED
Book 8: THE NIGHT THIEF
The True Measure - Richard Fox 2017-11-02
The Ibarra Nation holds Roland prisoner. The
armor soldier's fate lies in the hands of the
inhuman Stacy Ibarra. Roland will face the truth
behind the Ibarra rebellion and decide if his
loyalties are to Earth, or his ideals. While The
Iron Dragoons recover from their last battle,
dark forces are at work. Gideon is called as a
witness to New Bastion, where the treaty that
opened the stars to humanity may force all-out
war with the Ibarras or turn the rest of the
galaxy against Earth. Beyond the edge of known
space, an old enemy readies a vendetta that can
only be ended with humanity's extinction. The
Dragon Award winning series continues in the
action packed The True Measure!
HIDDEN ON THE FENS a Totally Addictive
Crime Thriller Filled with Stunning Twists - Joy
Ellis 2020-02-05
FROM TWO-MILLION SELLING AUTHOR, JOY
ELLIS, COMES ONE OF THE MOST EAGERLY
AWAITED CRIME THRILLERS OF 2020. A
DERELICT COTTAGE HIDDEN IN A COPSE OF
TREES. A MISSING GIRL WHOSE BODY WAS
NEVER FOUND. HAS HER KILLER RETURNED?
Detective Joseph Easter's daughter discovers a
cottage hidden in some trees on a large fenland
farm. Someone has been living there. The farmowner's wife has been receiving sinister pagan
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artefacts, including a witch's knife. Are they
some sort of warning or message? Joseph and
his daughter search the cottage and find an old
satchel. Inside are photos of a beautiful girl,
Jennifer Cowley. She went missing fifteen years
ago. She'd been stalked by a young man, who
was convicted of her murder, even though her
body was never found. WHEN DI NIKKI
GALENA EXAMINES THE COTTAGE, SHE
FINDS SOMETHING FAR WORSE. And in the
satchel is a more recent photo of a girl who
looks just like Jennifer. THE MAN WHO KILLED
JENNIFER IS RECENTLY OUT OF PRISON. HAS
HE STRUCK AGAIN? At the same time, DC Cat
Cullen and Dave Harris are trying to get
evidence against a man who preys on widowed
older women. Vernon Deacon is seemingly a
pillar of society, with very influential friends. But
his victims aren't believed, so their job is not
easy. Full of twists and turns, this is a crime
thriller that will keep you turning the pages until
the heart-stopping ending. This is book eleven of
the international best-selling books featuring
Nikki Galena. GRIPPING FROM BEGINNING TO
ITS SHOCKING CONCLUSION Joy Ellis was
nominated for audiobook of the year at the
British Book Awards 2019. What readers are
saying about JOY ELLIS "Just wonderful to read."
Carole "Holds the reader's attention from the
first word to the last." Nicki Richards
"Compulsive reading, I loved it." Viv "Riveting
tale from start to finish." Lynne "Absolutely
engrossing." Olga "Brilliant book which kept me
gripped from page 1." Barbara THE DETECTIVE
DI Nikki Galena: A police detective with nothing
left to lose, she's seen a girl die in her arms and
her own family destroyed. She's tough on
criminals but fiercely loyal to her team. HER
PARTNER DS Joseph Easter is the squeaky-clean
member of the team. But his nickname "Holy
Joe" belies his former life as a soldier. He has a
daughter and an ex-wife who wants his
attention. THE SETTING The Lincolnshire Fens:
great open skies brood over marshes, farmland,
and nature reserves. It is not easy terrain for the
Fenland Constabulary to police, due to the
distances between some of the remote fen
villages, the dangerous and often misty lanes,
and the poor telephone coverage. There are still
villages where the oldest residents have never
set foot outside their own farmland and a visit to
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the nearest town is a major event. But it has a
strange airy beauty to it, and above it all are the
biggest skies you've ever seen. DISCOVER
YOUR NEXT FAVOURITE MYSTERY SERIES
NOW. Perfect for fans of Rachel Abbott, Robert
Bryndza, Mel Sherratt, Angela Marsons, Colin
Dexter, or Ruth Rendell. ALSO BY JOY ELLIS
THE NIKKI GALENA SERIES Book 1: CRIME ON
THE FENS Book 2: SHADOW OVER THE FENS
Book 3: HUNTED ON THE FENS Book 4:
KILLER ON THE FENS Book 5: STALKER ON
THE FENS Book 6: CAPTIVE ON THE FENS
Book 7: BURIED ON THE FENS Book 8:
THIEVES ON THE FENS Book 9: FIRE ON THE
FENS Book 10: DARKNESS ON THE FENS Book
11: HIDDEN ON THE FENS Join the Joffe Books
mailing list for updates on the next Joy Ellis
mystery.
Crime Films - Thomas Leitch 2002-08-15
This book surveys the entire range of crime
films, including important subgenres such as the
gangster film, the private eye film, film noir, as
well as the victim film, the erotic thriller, and
the crime comedy. Focusing on ten films that
span the range of the twentieth century, Thomas
Leitch traces the transformation of the three
leading figures that are common to all crime
films: the criminal, the victim and the avenger.
Analyzing how each of the subgenres establishes
oppositions among its ritual antagonists, he
shows how the distinctions among them become
blurred throughout the course of the century.
This blurring, Leitch maintains, reflects and
fosters a deep social ambivalence towards crime
and criminals, while the criminal, victim and
avenger characters effectively map the shifting
relations between subgenres, such as the erotic
thriller and the police film, within the larger
genre of crime film that informs them all.
First Girl to Die - Helen Phifer 2021-10-11
Morgan shudders as she leans out of the window
and takes in the familiar blonde curls and clear
blue eyes of the fallen girl below. She knows this
woman, and she realises with sickening certainty
that her friend is now gone forever... When
Detective Morgan Brookes is called to the scene
of a suicide, she's devastated to recognise the
young teacher sprawled out on the grass like a
broken doll. She hasn't seen Brittany for years.
Not since the tragic death of Morgan's highschool boyfriend ripped their friendship group
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apart. But when witnesses describe Brittany's
erratic behaviour and jumbled speech that
morning, Morgan is convinced the fearless, lifeloving girl she once knew didn't jump of her own
accord. Traces of poison found in Brittany's
blood prove Morgan's theory right, but no one
can find the source. Then Morgan uncovers a
distinctive jar in Brittany's home filled with toxic
herbs, and the sight of it turns her blood to ice.
She has a jar just like it, a handmade gift from
her aunt. Is this a coincidence, a set-up, or could
the only person she's ever trusted with her
damaged past be capable of murder? Then
another woman from Morgan's past is found,
close to the scene of that fatal teenage party.
Has Morgan been looking at this all wrong? Are
these deaths connected to that deadly night?
And how could someone from her own family
possibly be involved? With her aunt's freedom
and more innocent lives at stake, Morgan must
dig deep into her painful memories for answers.
Who else was there that night, and what exactly
did they see? She must stop this twisted killer
before any more of her old friends become new
victims - but at what cost? An absolutely heartstopping and unputdownable crime thriller,
perfect for fans of Angela Marsons, Lisa Regan
and Rachel Abbott. Readers love the Detective
Morgan Brooks series: 'WOW WOW WOW!!
What a hair-raising rollercoaster of a read this
is! WOW!... just sensational!!... My stomach felt
as if it were tied in a knot throughout and at one
point my jaw dropped onto my chest and it took
me quite a few seconds to pull it back in place!
OMG!! What the... The ending couldn't be more
breathtaking and surprising... A terrific crime
thriller and I highly recommend it.' Relax and
Read Book Reviews, ⭐⭐⭐⭐⭐ 'I read this book in
one sitting... I was hooked from the first page...
OMG what a case... a real rollercoaster of a
read... will get your heart pumping. I absolutely
loved it.' Goodreads reviewer, ⭐⭐⭐⭐⭐ 'Literally
blew me away... Another one-sitting book with
tension and suspense, chilling and with plenty of
heart-in-your-mouth moments. Yes this book is
that good. A must-read.' Netgalley reviewer,
⭐⭐⭐⭐⭐ 'One of those rare books that really is
unputdownable. A must read.' NetGalley
reviewer, ⭐⭐⭐⭐⭐ 'Wow oh wow!!... How can I
possibly write a review which shows how much I
have enjoyed this book?... I devoured this gem in
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just one sitting. It completely pulled me in and
was utterly impossible to put down... At points
I've literally shivered... I have loved it!! A
definite strong five star read and one which is
deserving of higher.' Goodreads reviewer, ⭐⭐⭐⭐⭐
Fifteen Thousand Useful Phrases - Grenville
Kleiser 1917
A practical handbook of pertinent expressions,
striking similes, literary, commercial,
conversational, and oratorical terms, for the
embellishment of speech and literature, and the
improvement of the vocabulary of those persons
who read, write, and speak English,
The Witch's Head - Henry Rider Haggard 1885
The Murderer's Son - Joy Ellis 2016
Twenty years ago: a farmer and his wife are cut
to pieces by a ruthless serial killer. Now: a
woman is viciously stabbed to death in the
upmarket kitchen of her beautiful house on the
edge of the marshes. Then a man called Daniel
Kinder walks into Saltern police station and
confesses to the murder. But DI Rowan Jackman
and DS Marie Evans of the Fenland
Constabulary soon discover that there is a lot
more to Daniel than meets the eye. He has no
memory of the first five years of his life and is
obsessed with who his real mother is. With no
evidence to hold him, Jackman and Evans are
forced to let him go, and in a matter of days the
lonely Lincolnshire Fens become the stage for
more killings and Daniel has disappeared. In a
breathtaking finale, the truth about Daniel?s
mother comes to light and DI Jackman and DS
Evans race against time to stop more lives being
destroyed.
Persons Unknown - Susie Steiner 2017-07-04
In this brilliant crime novel from the author of
Missing, Presumed, a detective investigates her
most personal case yet: a high-profile murder in
which her own family falls under suspicion.
“[Susie] Steiner populates this hot-button
narrative with achingly human characters, but
no one compares to the hormonal, mordantly
funny mom-cop who will stop at nothing to save
her son.”—People (Book of the Week) As dusk
falls, a young man staggers through a park, far
from home, bleeding from a stab wound. He dies
where he falls, cradled by a stranger, a woman’s
name on his lips in his last seconds of life.
Detective Manon Bradshaw handles only cold
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cases. Five months pregnant, in pursuit of a
work-life balance rather than romantic love,
she’s focused on being a good mother to her two
children: her adopted twelve-year-old son, Fly
Dent, and the new baby. But the man died just
yards from the police station where she works,
so Manon can’t help taking an interest. And as
she sidles in on the briefing she learns that the
victim, a banker from London worth millions, is
more closely linked to her than she could have
imagined. When the case begins to circle in on
Manon’s home and her family, she finds herself
pitted against the colleagues she once held dear:
Davy Walker and Harriet Harper. Can Manon
separate what she knows about the people she
loves from the suspicion hanging over them?
Can she investigate the evidence just as she
would with any other case? Persons Unknown
shows acclaimed author Susie Steiner writing
her most intricate, suspenseful novel yet. Praise
for Persons Unknown “A police procedural as
concerned with the mysteries of human hearts
as with who stabbed a banker to death at a park
in Cambridgeshire. [Full of] winning prose,
sympathetic characters and an appreciation of
life’s joys as keen as a knowledge of its
dangers.”—The Wall Street Journal “Susie
Steiner blends the police procedural and the
human drama perfectly.”—The Charlotte
Observer “[Steiner] has created a masterful
mystery within an engaging narrative perfect for
Kate Atkinson fans. Readers will be astonished
by the unexpected turns at the conclusion, which
will leave fans eagerly awaiting the next book.
This series needs to be snapped up by the BBC
or PBS.”—Booklist (starred review) “[An]
engrossing stunner, incorporating social justice
issues into the narrative, along with superb
plotting, dark humor, and excellent
characterizations.”—Library Journal (starred
review)
Deadly Secrets - Robert Bryndza 2020-12-03
To commit the perfect murder, you need the
perfect cover. On an icy morning, a mother
wakes to find her daughter's blood-soaked body
frozen to the road. Who would carry out such a
killing on the victim's doorstep? Straight off her
last harrowing case, Detective Erika Foster is
feeling fragile but determined to lead the
investigation. As she sets to work, she finds
reports of assaults in the same quiet South
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London suburb where the woman was killed.
One chilling detail links them to the murder
victim - they were all attacked by a figure in
black wearing a gas mask. Erika is on the hunt
for a killer with a terrifying calling card. The
case gets more complicated when she uncovers
a tangled web of secrets surrounding the death
of the beautiful young woman. Yet just as Erika
begins to piece the clues together, she is forced
to confront painful memories of her past. Erika
must dig deep, stay focused and find the killer.
Only this time, one of her own is in terrible
danger... From the global million-copy
bestselling author comes a totally heart-racing,
hold-your-breath read that will keep you hooked
until the very last page. Read what everyone is
saying about Deadly Secrets: 'It was absolutely
brilliant!... the story keeps you in suspense right
to the end with more red herrings than you can
shake a stick at. I honestly didn't guess who it
was until the reveal actually happened, and
loved the twist - very cleverly done!' Stardust
Book Reviews 'I love how the author doesn't give
anything away and kept me guessing
throughout. I truly had no idea who could be
behind the killings and when all is revealed, with
some shocking twists, it won't be what you are
expecting! ...a thrilling and addictive read that
chilled me to the bone.' By the Letter Book
Reviews 'Simply Splendid!! This is another
fabulous story by Robert Bryndza. He certainly
has a talent when it comes to writing
entertaining thrillers.' Goodreads Reviewer 'This
newest installment has exactly the same high
quality of writing, plot development, twists and
the healthy dose of suspense and action I have
become used to with this series. I found myself
hooked right from the very first page as there is
just something about the writing that draws you
right in.' It's All About Books
Past Crimes - Glen Erik Hamilton 2015-03-03
When his estranged grandfather is shot and left
for dead, an Army Ranger plunges into the
criminal underworld of his youth to find a
murderer . . . and uncovers a shocking family
secret From the time he was six years old, Van
Shaw was raised by his Irish immigrant
grandfather Donovan to be a thief—to boost
cars, beat security alarms, crack safes, and
burglarize businesses. But at eighteen, Dono's
namesake and protégé suddenly broke all ties to
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that life and the people in it. Van escaped into
the military, serving as an elite Army Ranger in
Iraq and Afghanistan. Now, after ten years of
silence, Dono has asked his grandson to come
home to Seattle. "Tar abhaile, más féidir
leat"—Come home, if you can. Taking some wellearned leave, Van heads to the Pacific
Northwest, curious and a little unnerved by his
grandfather's request. But when he arrives at
Dono's house in the early hours of the morning,
Van discovers the old thief bleeding out on the
floor from a gunshot to the head. The last time
the two men had seen each other Dono had also
been lying on the floor—with Van pointing a gun
at his heart. With a lifetime of tough history
between him and the old man, the battle-tested
Ranger knows the cops will link him to the
crime. To clear his name and avenge his
grandfather, Van must track down the shooter.
Odds are strong that Dono knew the person. Was
it a greedy accomplice? A disgruntled rival?
Diving back into the illicit world he'd sworn to
leave behind, Van reconnects with the ruthless
felons who knew Dono best. Armed with his
military and criminal skills, he follows a
dangerous trail of clues that leads him deeper
into Dono's life—and closer to uncovering what
drove his grandfather to reach out after years of
silence. As he plummets back into this violent,
high-stakes world where right and wrong aren't
defined by the law, Van finds that the past is all
too present . . . and that the secrets held by
those closest to him are the deadliest of all. Edgy
and suspenseful, rich with emotional resonance,
gritty action, and a deep-rooted sense of place,
Past Crimes trumpets the arrival of a powerful
new noir talent.
A Book of North Wales - Sabine Baring-Gould
1903
A Grave Talent - Laurie R. King 2010-04-01
THE EDGAR AWARD-WINNING NOVEL THE
FIRST KATE MARTINELLI MYSTERY In Laurie
R. King's Grave Talent, the unthinkable has
happened in a small community outside of San
Francisco. A series of shocking murders has
occurred, the victims far too innocent and
defenseless. For lesbian Detective Kate
Martinelli, just promoted to Homicide and paired
with a seasoned cop who's less than thrilled to
be handed a green partner, it's a difficult case
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that just keeps getting harder. Then the police
receive what appears to be a case-breaking lead:
it seems that one of the residents of this odd
colony is Vaun Adams, arguably the century's
greatest woman painter and a notorious felon
once convicted of a heinous crime. But what
really happened eighteen years ago? To bring a
murderer to justice, Kate must delve into the
artist's dark past—even if it means losing
everything she holds dear.
A Kind of Drowning - Robert Craven 2021-04-26
From award-winning Irish author Robert Craven
comes his crime / thriller A KIND OF
DROWNING The man standing at the funeral in
bubble-gum pink hair is P.J. Crowe. His career
as a detective is in tatters - he's facing dismissal,
vilified by the press and his wife's about to leave.
Lying low in a small seaside town he spots a
'Help Wanted' ad in the kitchen of a local café. It
offers him an escape from the public and his
spiralling mental health - and it's where Thea
Farrell worked - until she was found dead at sea.
And herein lies the problem: Thea was an
Olympic medallist, silver for swimming and
Crowe's burned-out synapses are starting to join
the dots - it wasn't his case, but his cop's senses
tell him that Thea wasn't the drowning kind.And
the suspect may well be in the congregation.
Promises in the Dark - D.K. Hood 2020-11-25
The young girl pushes against the backseat of
the family sedan, fighting to free herself from
the crude ties restricting her hands and feet. As
the car speeds towards the edge of town, she
looks back at her family home, and watches in
horror as it is suddenly engulfed in a mass of
flames. Trembling with fear, she turns towards
the driver and hears only laughter. She knows
that the worst is yet to come... Detective Jenna
Alton surveys the charred remains of the large
suburban home, stopping to pause at the three
lifeless bodies of the Woods family. Jenna knows
she’s looking for a serial killer, but her priority is
finding the missing teenage daughter last seen
on the night of the inferno. Days later, Sophie
Wood’s body is discovered floating in a shallow
pool of crystal-clear water—known locally as
Dead Man’s Drop—but Jenna still doesn’t know
who would target the quiet family in such a
brutal attack. Delving into the family’s past, she
makes a shocking discovery—a link between the
killer and someone connected to her deputy
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David Kane. If Jenna is right and the killer is
back and seeking revenge, then she must act
fast to keep her deputy safe. When another girl
is taken, Jenna and David follow the trail into a
network of underground caves on the outskirts
of town. With little time before the killer claims
his next victim, they race into the pitch-black
tunnels, unsure whether they have just walked
into the killer’s trap. Can they find the girl in
time and escape the caves without the killer
chasing them down? If you like pulse-racing
thrillers from Lisa Regan, Melinda Leigh and
Kendra Elliot, you will love this gripping new
book from USA Today bestselling author D.K.
Hood. **Each Kane and Alton book can be read
as part of the series or as a standalone** What
readers are saying about Promises in the Dark:
“Wow. What a fabulous read. D.K. has knocked it
out of the park with this one. It was dark,
dangerous, tense and thrilling. I read it in one
sitting.” Bonnie’s Book Talk, 5 stars “TRIPLE
WOW!!!… Amazing, fabulous and in my opinion
the best one yet.” NetGalley reviewer, 5 stars
“Fast-paced and full of action, just as I would
expect from this author!… Filled to the brim
with action and suspense, this book will have
you reading into the early hours!!” Stardust
Book Reviews, 5 stars “This was spectacular and
I just didn’t want it to end.” Sean’s Book
Reviews, 5 stars “Oh my goodness!… I binged on
this brilliant book and didn’t stop until the last
breath-taking paragraph… Treat yourself and
enjoy every terrifying twist and turn as you race
through this exhilarating, mind blowing book!”
Goodreads reviewer, 5 stars “I was really
looking forward to reading Promises in the Dark
and boy was it worth waiting for… Darker,
grittier and more thrilling.” NetGalley reviewer,
5 stars “An amazing author… This one was gut
gripping from the start… Absolutely brilliant!!”
Goodreads reviewer, 5 stars “Wow is all I can
say… Seriously speechless and excited for the
next book.” Goodreads reviewer, 5 stars “It
quickly picks up with a BOOM, well several of
them… A fantastic read with twists that will
keep you up past bedtime.” NetGalley reviewer,
5 stars “D.K. Hood has outdone herself this time,
giving us one of the most disturbing serial killers
in recent memory.” NetGalley reviewer, 5 stars
“Kept me on the edge-of-my-seat and many
heart-pounding moments throughout.” NetGalley
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reviewer, 5 stars “Darker and grittier, this is one
of the best of the series!… The conclusion to this
book is perfect.” Goodreads reviewer, 5 stars “A
great twist at the beginning and a very tense
ending.” Goodreads reviewer, 5 stars
Dick O' the Fens - George Manville Fenn 1888
Life for Dick and his family changes when Squire
Winthorpe decides to drain the fens, and their
close-knit community is divided as someone
makes increasingly desperate attempts to
sabotage the Squire's plans.
Shadow State - Luke Harding 2020-06-30
A thrilling account of how Russia is waging a
hidden war against America and the West, using
espionage, corruption, fake news, and KGB-style
murder March 2018. Two Russian assassins
arrive in a provincial English city to kill a former
officer from Russia’s GRU intelligence agency.
His crime? Passing secrets to British spies. The
poison? A lethal nerve agent, novichok. The
attempted execution was a reminder – as if one
were needed - of Russia’s contempt for
international norms. The Soviet Union and its
doctrine are long gone, but the playbook used by
the Kremlin’s spies during that long
confrontation with the West is back. And the
underlying goal remains the same: to undermine
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democracy and exploit divisions within American
and European society and politics. Moscow’s
support for Donald Trump in the 2016
presidential election has grown into the biggest
political scandal of modern times. Its American
players are well-known. In Shadow State, awardwinning journalist and bestselling author Luke
Harding reveals the Russians behind the story:
the spies, hackers and internet trolls. Harding
charts how the Kremlin has updated Communistera methods of influence and propaganda for the
age of Facebook and Twitter, and considers the
compelling question of our age: what exactly
does Vladimir Putin have on President Trump?
Similar to those of the Cold War, Putin’s
ambitions are truly global. His emissaries
include oligarchs, bankers, lawyers,
mercenaries, and agents of influence. They roam
from Salisbury to Helsinki, Ukraine to Central
Africa, London to Washington, D.C. Shadow
State is the singular account of how the Kremlin
seeks to reshape the world, to divide the US
from its European friends, and to remake
America in its own dark and kleptocratic image.
This is an essential read for anyone who wants
to understand how our politics came to be so
chaotic and divided. Nothing less than the future
of Western democracy is at stake.
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